A young painter artist
By: Derek Chapman

Do you want to learn about a Young Chinese artist? Yes, great! It was a very wise choice to choose to learn about this very cool artistic painter!
Who is this painter? Wang Yani.

She was born in 1975 in Gongcheng, a town in Southern China. I think she got interested in painting because her father was a painter. She got into painting by the age of four. She tried helping her dad by painting on his personal paintings. I remember reading that she told her dad that she wanted to paint. It’s a good thing that her father was able to supply her with plenty of art supplies. I know that her paintings got put in art galleries around the world at age 13. What is special about her art is that she started at a very young age. She uses the style called Xieyi Hua. It is a freer style. By the time she was ten she was famous!

My favorite painting of hers is the Lijiang River. This is a picture of the Lijiang River done by Wang Yani at age 13.
Is there a book about Wang Yani?
Matter of fact, there is a book about this remarkable Chinese painter. It is called *A Young Painter Wang Yani*.

What are the Chinese painting styles? There is the Gonghi Hua and the Xieyi Hua. What is her form of painting? She says “When you pick up a brush don’t ask for any help. Because the most wonderful thing about painting is being left with your imagination. She also says that I do not paint to get praise from others, but to play a endless joy,” I’m like her pictures because she paints for endless joy and her pictures.
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